
GCSE Revision for November Mocks 

You will have 3 RE papers in your November/December Mock 

series: 

1. Christianity (beliefs and practices)- 1 hour 

2. Islam (beliefs and practices)- 1 hour 

3. Philosophy and Ethics (Relationships and Good and Evil)- 

1 hour 

 

Now is the time to really focus your revision on learning the content. The more you know, the easier it is to write 

detailed answers. This means over half term you should: 

1. Learn all the key terms off by heart- use flash cards! 

2. Learn 5 quotes per paper off by heart- use the cover 

and repeat method! 

3. Create large, detailed mind maps for every topic- 

then test yourself on your mind map! 

There are plenty of resources available to you, including: 

 The online copy of the text book 

 All the lesson slides from this year and last 

 All the quizzes you have been set for homework- try 

them again! 

 The topic checklists 

 Some recorded lessons from online learning 

 BBC Bitesize https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/z68sjhv (not as detailed as the textbook but still 

good, they also have quizzes) 

 

Top revision tips! 

1. Set yourself up with the best environment 

to learn- a clear space, no phone, no music. 

2. Start with what you find the hardest- use 

the topic checklists to work this out. 

3. Work in 30 minute chunks with 5 minute 

breaks- be strict on yourself with this! 

4. Test yourself! 

Key terms to learn: Adultery, divorce, 

cohabitation, commitment, contraception, 

gender equality, responsibilities, roles, 

omnipotent, omnibenevolent, Trinity, 

incarnation, atonement, resurrection, 

sacraments, evangelism , Tawhid, 

prophethood, halal (permitted), haram 

(forbidden), greater/lesser jihad, mosque, 

Shariah (straight path), Ummah, good/evil, 

forgiveness, free will, justice, morality, 

punishment,  sin, suffering 

 

Videos to help you with how to revise: 

How to best use flash cards- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzCEJVtED0U 

The cover and repeat method for quotes- 

https://www.loom.com/share/ce4e2dbb721e414faec4bca45

6de6464  

Effective mind maps- 

https://www.loom.com/share/0653246dff27452bba4bdc949

9989a47  

Why 30 minute chunks? 

https://www.loom.com/share/920f21b036e0405f8d95022a6

a74d04e  
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